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Inference on simultaneous equation models using a Bayesian approach is still far from a routine
procedure: serious numerical problems may occur in most practical situations. In this paper a
unifying framework is proposed using rccent analytical [see StEel (198Ct)] and well-documented
poly-r based methods in ordér t0 reduce the dimension of the final Monte Cárlo integration.
Different integration sequences are examined and the implications for various model and prior
assumptions are tabulated. An application to Klein's model 1 clearly illustralcs thc computa-
tional feasibility and numerical stability of the hybrid method proposed.

1. Introduction

In spite of the numerous theoretical attractions of Bayesian methods, a
stimulating discussion of which can be found in Poirier (1988), their imple-
mentation and wide-spread use in applied econometrics has developed at a
much slower rate than could initially be ezpected from the pioneering work
of Drèze (]962) and Zellner (1965).

One of the reasons for this lack of empirical applications undoubtedly lies
in the rather heavy computational requirements of Bayesian methods in most
`serióus' applied work. This could be interpreted as the price one has to pay
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with invaluable help in programming the epplication. Useful comments from Arnold Zellner, an
associate editor, and a referee have improved the presentation of the paper. The usual
disclaimer applies. The author gratefully acknowledges the support of the Royal Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences and a grant from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO~NFS-14).
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for conducting exact marginal inferences, requiring integration rather than
optimization as in the sampling-theoretical approach.

Straightforward analytical results have only been applicable to simple
seemingly unrelated regression equation (SURE) models compatible with the
extremely restrictive (matrix-form) structure induced by natural conjugate
(NC) analyses. Recently, somewhat less straightforward, but, nevertheless,
analytical results were obtained for SURE models under a more general type
of restrictions, called the recursive limited information (RLI) structure, in
Steel (1988). This RLI assumption essentially imposes a block-recursive
structure on the model, in the sense that, broadly speaking, all variables
appearing in previous equations should also enter in the present equation.
Analytical results can then be obtained, under suitable stochastic prior
assumptions, by using recursive techniques. Heuristically, this may be under-
stood if we consider only the first i equations and realize that equation i will
contain all regressors appearing in that block of equations, and can thus be
treated as unrestricted with respect to this part of the model.

Although the RLI approach extends the realm of analytical Bayesian
inference considerably, it is still not sufficient to cover the full range of
so-called simultaneous equation models, which are used frequently in time-
series econometrics and which are described in subsection 2.1.

In order to tackle such models two main lines of research have been
developed in the literature:

(i) Numerical integration by Monte Carlo importance sampling methods was
introduced in econometrics by Kloek and van Dijk ( 1978) and further
developed in, e.g., van Dijk ( 1984), Bauwens ( 1984), Geweke ( 1989), and
Zellner et al. ( 1988). The dimensionality of the integrals is not as crucial
a problem as in the more common methods like Gaussian or Simpson's
product rules, but it is still a factor to be reckoned with, certainly if we
wish to use a personal computer for the calculations.

(ii) Using the specific properties of so-called poly-t densities as described in
Drèze (1977), we can combine analytical and relatively simple numerical
techniques in order to obtain posterior results for one equation, which
are, however, conditional upon all remaining equations.

It seems only natural to combine different methods, as each method has its
own specific merits (and difficulties). Van Dijk (1984) and Naylor and Smith
(1988) explore the mixing of product rules and importance sampling, whereas
Geweke (1988,1989) focuses on antithetic acceleration of Monte Carlo pro-
cedures. Kloek and van Dijk (1978) mention the combination of analytical
and Monte Carlo methods, following the precept found in Hammersley and
Handscomb (1964, p. 74) that one should replace numerical techniques by
analytical methods wherever possible.
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Much in the same vein, it will be attempted here to find a hybrid strategy
that combines:

(i) exact analytical methods based on the RLI approach and exploiting the
recursive properties of a subset of the parameters,

(ii) existing techniques for analyzing [see Richard and Tompa (1980)] and
drawing [see Bauwens and Richard (1985)] poly-t distributed random
variables,

(iii) Monte Carlo integration by importance sampling of either regression
coefficients or the covariance matrix, the relative merits of which have
been discussed in Richard and Steel (1988) for models of the SURE
type.

Moreover, these methods will be applied in the above order of preference.
Section 2 of the paper sets the stage by introducing the model, a recursive

transformation of the latter as this is felt to clarify the analysis, and the prior
structure, consisting of both exact prior restrictions and stochastic assump-
tions on the unrestricted parameters. The ensuing posterior analysis is
considered in section 3, where the first three subsections assume a Monte
Carlo analysis on a subset of the regression coefficients, and subsection 3.4
briefiy sketches Monte Carlo integration of the covariance matri~r. Finally,
subsection 3.5 groups some results on computational complexity and exis-
tence of posterior moments. A fourth section applies the hybrid methodology
to a small macrceconomic model (Klein's model I) with nine unknown
coefficients. The pure Monte Carlo integration in (iii) is only required in four
dimensions, however, which is shown to result in both impressive numerical
stability and computational efficiency. The final section ventures some con-
cluding remarks.

2. The statistical iramework

2.1. The simultaneous equation model

In this paper we shall concentrate upon a widely used class of models in
(time-series) econometrics, namely the simultaneous equation model (SEM),
as introduced in Haavelmo (1943) and since then treated in a classical
fashion in most textbooks, whereas a Bayesian analysis is provided in the
seminal papers by Drèze (1962), Rothenberg (1963), and Zellner (1965), and
later in, e.g., Drèze and Richard (1983).

A sequential model is assumed where the observations at time t on n
endogenous variables in y~,~ will be described by a set of n`structural'
equations. These equations serve to restrict the conditional expectation of
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y~,~, given the information set at time t, to some linear manifold:

B~E(yuilxcri~ f r~xut a fi, (2.1)

where it is assumed that the information set at time t, containing weakly
exogenous variables and lagged values of both endogenous and exogenous
variables, counts a finite number m of variables that are relevant for the
description of yt,~ and are grouped in x~,~.

Remark that the parameter matrices B and I' in (2.1) are, respectively, of
dimensions n x n and m x n, and will typically be subject to exact prior
restrictions. This issue will be dealt with later in this subsection. The fact that
B is square means that (2.1) has a unique solution provided IBI ~ 0. We shall
make this full rank assumption, implying that we are in the context of a
`complete' SEM, whereas Richard (1984) rightly argues that, in general, we
shall have fewer structural equations than endogenous variables and shall,
therefore, usually be in the realm of 'incomplete' SEM. We fully agree with
this point of view and reinterpret the n equations in (2.1) as the `completed'
set of equations, containing both structural and 'reduced' (e.g., instrumental
variables) types of equations. However, we shall still allow for general linear
restrictions in these completing equations, and we shall, therefore, avoid
distinguishing them from the truly structural equations in our notation.

Stochastics are introduced by putting a Gaussian structure on y~,~~x~,~ with
a constant covariance matrix V, implying that

with

where

YB t X I' - U,

~(U) -ÏMN"1U~O,~ ~IT),

~ - B'VB,

(2.2)

(2.3)

Y - ( yt~~ . . . y~T~).,

X - ( x(I)
. . . x~~,~)'i

and U is a T x n matrix of innovations with respect to the information set at
each time period t: 1~ T.

For the notation and definitions of density functions used here we refer to
appendix A of Drèze and Richard ( 1983). A superscript plus sign will denote
a Moore-Penrose inverse.

We wish to treat the exact prior restrictions that pertain to B and I' in (2.2)
explicitly. We assume, in line with most applications of SEM, that the
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covariance matrix i is not subject to restrictions, other than being in the
class of positive definite symmetric (PDS) matrices. Let us, for notational
convenience, rewrite (2.2) as

WA-U,

where we have implicitly defined

W-(Y:X),

and where

(2.4)

(2.5)

( 2.tí)

groups all ccefficients in the model. Let us now restrict the (m f n) x n
elements of A in an aflïne linear way by considering its column expansion

vecA?a~R~fr, (2.7)

where R is a(m f n)n x 1 selection matrix of known constants and of full
column rank, r is a vector of constants, and the 1-dimensional vector ~ groups
all unrestricted parameters.

This characterization of the restrictions allows for linear restrictions both
within and across equations and seems to imply enough flexibility to be
empirically useful. Its general nature and, in particular, its advantages over
restrictions expressed in matrix form (i.e., by directly restricting A instead of
its column expansion) are discussed in more detail in Richard and Steel
(1988) and Steel (1988). This matrix form can, of course, be written as a
special case of (2.7), where R takes a Kronecker product structure, say,

Rs!„~F,

which, indeed, leads to

A~FZfC,

(2.8)

(2.9)

provided ~~ vec Z and r~ vec C.
As already explained in the introduction, the recursive analytical method

of Steel (1988) will be used to deal with part of the parameters in the model.
It was found that inference can be conducted analytically for the coefficients
of a SURE model, provided it has a recursive limited information (RLI)
structure and we possess diffuse prior information on the free parameters.
Such an RLI assumption, in fact, says that the space spanned by the variables
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corresponding to the free parameters in equation i should include all
variables used in previous equations.

In practice, this will boil down to an assumption of block recursivity, where
all variables in the previous ( i - 1) equations also appear (with unrestricted
coefficients) in the ith equation.

Heuristically, it can be understood that if this is the case, there are no
extra restrictions implied by equation i when just focusing on the first block
of i equations. Therefore, we can treat equation i as if it was unrestricted in
this first block. Going through all the equations in a recursive manner, we can
thus use analytical techniques for all coefficients in the SURE model that
satisfy the RLI assumption.

In order to use these analytical techniques to reduce the dimension of the
parameter space left for numerical treatment in a SEM, we single out those
parameters for which these assumptions hold, i.e., they should not intervene
in the Jacobian of the system (as in the SURE case) and they should, after
possibly rearranging the equations, possess an RLI structure. In addition,
their prior density has to belong to a special ctass as will be discussed later in
subsection 2.3.

This means we shall rewrite the restrictions in (2.7) as

a-at fa2-R'~' fR2~2-Fr' -hrZ, (2.10)

where ~Z should be amenable to analytical treatment and both R' and RZ
are of full column rank, respectively !t and l2, the sum of which will equal !.
The full column rank of the selection matrices implies, through basic theo-
rems on triangularization [see, e.g., Strang (1980, p. 97)], that they can,
without loss of generality, be rewritten in a block lower-triangular form,
which induces the following recursive definition:

;; - Rc~-ii
Rcr~ - ;R;~; - ~ ~

0 '

R;;
(2.11)

with R!; of full column rank l;, and its analogue on the vector ,r,

ri
yi - S(t-1)
b(i) - ~

~;
(2.12)

where j- 1, 2 and i: 1--~ n is the indext referring to the equation in
yuestion; all this means that subscript i- 1 in parentheses refers to the

~ II proves notationally convenient to define these recursions for i: 1-~ n and thus allow R~o~,
Rj~~~, {(o~, and A~ot in (2.24) ( j~ t, 2) to tx of zero dimension.
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previous i - 1 equations and subscript i pertains to equation i alone. Of
course, we now have R' - R~„~ and ~' -~~„~.

If we define

W;~ - WR;; , ( 2.13 )

and denote by W~ ~ the matrix of full column rank containing all the variables
that have coefficients appearing in ~~Z~, we can formally write down the
requirements for ~z in order to ensure its analytical tractability; in particular,
a suHicient condition is that

W z z
PN'I""~1Í - W~I~)

i.e., the RLI assumption, where

Pw: - W;zW;z}- W.z(W;z~W,z)-'Wz~,

(2.14)

(2.15)

provided W;z is of full column rank, which is assumed throughout the paper,
and we require

IIB11-f(~'), (2.16)

i.e., that II BII is a function of ~~ only and does not depend on ~ z. In
subsection 2.3 a third defining characteristic of ~z is seen to be its prior
dependence on i within a particular class of prior structures. For details and
a proof of the sufficiency of (2.14), we refer to Steel (1988).

2.2. A recursiue transformation

As argued in Steel ( 1988) a recursive transformation of our original model
(2.2), (2.3), and (2.10) is not necessary for the argument, as all derivations can
be done in both the original and the recursive parameterizations. It is,
however, felt to somewhat clarify the analysis, and will, therefore, be intro-
duced here.

Let A be the n x n lower triangular matrix that diagonalizes ~, which was
assumed to be PDS, and let us partition A as follows:

n-
1

1

0

1

(2.17)
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where also .1; - (,1;, . . ~ ,1;.;- ~); now define

I ~; 0 1
A FA' - D~, ~ (2.18)

The transformation will, of course, also affect the coefficients A of the
model, which will be mapped into, say, a matrix d,

d -AA',

again subject to restrictions of the form

S-vecd-(A~1,„t„)(R~fr)

and, defining S~ consistently with ~~, we write

S~-(A~l„,t„)(R'~tfr~), j31,2.

(2.19)

(2.20)

( 2.21)

The constant vectors r~ reflect, inter alia, our choice of normalization, i.e., in
practice the imposition of a unitary diagonal on B. Since the elements of B
are functions of ~~, it will prove convenient to use r~ for this purpose. In
order to prevent complicating an already heavy notation, let us, in the sequel,
take rZ - 0.

Provided that the restrictions in (2.10) then allow for a consistent solution
in 1' 2 to exist, i.e., if

RZR2}az -a2, (2.22)

we can solve uniquely for ~? in terms of S?, A;, and ~~2-;~ from (2.21)

~?-R;}{S?f ~(,1,~1)R~;-~~-Rif-~~~~v-~~)~ (2.23)

where SZ is partitioned as in (2.12).
Conformably with (2.10) we define, next,

A -A~ fAZ,
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or rY~ - vec A' - Rj~~ f r~ ( j~ 1, 2), and we partition, as in (2.11) and (2.12),

A' A'(r)- u-~) ( 2.24 )

which allows us to write the likelihood of the model in the recursive
parameterization as

n

-~(~, {ar,~i};Y, X ) a ~Ï~~~Í~r~ ~~i)-riz
r-1

x exp - 2m~ z(Wa~ - WA~;- ~~,1; -F WS~ ~'

x (Wa~ - WA~,- ~~a; f WS;), (2.25)

with f(~') - IIBII from (2.16), and the ccefficients are still restricted by

i i i ivec A~;~ - R~;~~~;~ f r~;~,

where r~;~ just refers to the first (m f n)i elements of r', and

S; -RZ.~rz- ~(~í~!)Rif-it-Rir-lt~~u-n.

(2.26)

(2.27)

Given the full column rank of RJ, it is obvious from (2.27) that a vector
defined as

S? - R~}Si (i: 1 -~ n) (2.28)

of dimension l?, would not be subject to restrictions, given ~~;-~~. From (2.23)
or (2.27) it is then clear that ~z is fully determined by knowledge of S? and
Jt;, given ~~?- i~, i.e., ~ z can be found recursively from all pairs {S; ,,1;). As
argued in Steel (1988), it is precisely the RLI assumption (2.14) that ensures
that the likelihood function can be written in terms of S?, as it implies

WS? ~ W;zS~ ,

giving us the following representation of (2.25):

n

-~~~,}~„w?}:Y,X~ a ~f~~~~~r~~~i)-r~zr-1
i z i ~xezp - ~w~ (Wa; - ZrYr

x (Wai - ZJYr~~

(2.29)

( 2.30)
1.Econ -D
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where

and

y: -

Z; - (-W;z: WA~;-~~),

(~2),
is an unrestricted vector, allowing us to conduct analytical inference on the
elements of ~z in a recursive way, giuen, of course, the vector ~', which is
still implicitly present in a; and Z;, both subject to the restrictions in (2.26).

2.3. T'Ire stochastic prior sttucture

As already mentioned in subsection 2.1 the recursive analytical approach
in Steel (1988) is presented under diffuse prior information on the unre-
stricted coefficients of the model.

It is, however, not the only prior structure that allows for analytical
inference, as we can use a specific type in the class of recursiue extended
natura!-conjugate (RENC) prior densities introduced in Richard and Steel
(1988), where we induce a linear dependence of one of the hyperparameters
(F;~ -,~ in their notation] on ,1; in order to preserve prior independence
across equations in terms of the recursive parameters y;.

In particular, we choose for (~z, E) the product of the following densities
over all equations i: 1~ n:

~~wi )-frY~w; Im~~,vo -n f i), (2.31)

D~A~~u~i ) -fiv ~(A;~~1~,w2~~i-~~~), (2.32)

:
D~~?1,1;,m2,~i-i )

t. z z fRz}~ .1'.~I Rz -R?c i -ftJ ~, ~~;o r, ( ~ ) ct-i~ ,c,-i~~

z z z o-~
x~~cr-i~-~ct-ip)~w;Nr , ( 2.33)

assuming N;" to be PDS and partitioning ~~ conformably with ,rz. To
facilitate the analysis, we shall assume prior independence between (~z, ~)
and ~'. Prior densities of ~' will be discussed at the end of this subsection.
Remark that the prior densities on (A;, r,,2) are compatible with an Inverted-
Wishart prior structure on .~ of the form

D(~) -fiw~~l~o~vo)~ (2.34)
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with v~ ~ n- 1 and where both i and Eo are PDS matrices that decompose
recursively into

~~r- i~ ~u- n~~
,

~'~- ~1,E~;-it c~?faí~~r-~~~r

if we define ~~~;„~. In view of (2.23) and (2.28), we can now write the prior
assumptions in terms of the recursive parametrization y; as (2.31) combined
with

D ~wz z - D ~wz r2tr- i n z n-'
(Yr r~~t~-i~) (Yr i~-Í~n~ (Yr~Y; ,W;H; ).

where

and

yo - ~~-RZ}~(,h~~l)R~;-~~-R ~r-i~~~u-ite
~~

H~ - N~a, Az. Rzt.No
a-ip ,~ ,

N~oRz
fA~r- ix~

o r zt~ o zt z '~~;-~tfAtr-~~R,r N~ R~~ A c~-ix~

( 2.35 )

defining vec A~;-i~„ ~ R~ -~~~~2-,~. Note that prior independence across
equations is imposed in terms of {y„ w?}.

Prior elicitation can be performed using the same kind of recursive
formulae as found in Steel ( 1988), in particular (Vi: 1~ n),

E(~,.z) a~a, (2.36)

cov( z~z') - RZ.} ~(,1~~ ~ l~Rz Rz ~cov~~z ~z~) i~ j~r , ; „ , cr-i~- w-i~ c~-n, ; , ,

( 2.37)

and

var(~rz) :
z r ~-i

~IO j Nio-I f R1} ~~(l}oI)Rkvo-nfi-2 ` k.4-i

Xcov~~tkt~~cái~Rq~ Rjl}~~ fRj~}~~~o~~l~Ri -i~-R~;-~~~

Xvar~~cZ-~)~~~~10 ~I~R~l-~t-R~;-~~ ~~R~}~, (2.38)
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defining Rk -(Rk~k-~~: Rkk) and denoting by superscripts the relevant ele-
ments of the inverse of ~o- ~~. The restrictive features of na~ura!-conjugate
(NC) prior structures, i.e., proportionality of the prior covariance matrices
across equations [see, e.g., Rothenberg (1963), Drèze and Richard (1983),
and Steel (1988)], are avoided here by choosing a different precision matrix
N;~ for every equation, breaking the proportionality between var(~?) and
var(~~z) (i ~ j) from (2.38), and by reasoning in terms of ~Z instead of AZ
while imposing linear restrictions in vec form, destroying the proportionality
between cov(~?, ~?~) and var(~rkr) for k ~ min(i, j). Indeed, under the matrix
form restrictions in (2.9) for AZ we notice that a structure as in (2.8) leads to
(i ~j)

cov(~;2, ~~z~~ ~ ~,lo~ ~ 1 ~cov(~rZ- ii, ~~~~,

implying the latter type of proportionality, while (2.38) then simplifies to

Zz ~~o o-~
var(~; ~ - N;

v~-nti-2

r-i z
f ~ ~~o ~~ }q~~ f À~kÀ~Q Jcov(Sk ~ Sq ),

k 4.1 V~-nfi-2

still avoiding hlock-diagonal proportionality, which is imposed if we also give
up the equation-specific precision matrices, i.e., we take N;~ - N~, a PDS
matrix, bi: 1~ n, leading to

1
var(1'2~ - ~~~N~ ~,

v~r-n - 1

the well-known NC result.
Apart from circumventing this NC problem, the specific class of prior

densities in (2.31)-(2.33) has the advantage that its marginal prior moments
are known analytically [which is generally not the case for other classes of
extended natural-conjugate (ENC) prior densities, appearing, e.g., in Drèze
and Richard (1983)J, and thus its hyperparameters are easily elicited from
assumptions on the prior moments. Remark, however, that there is a price to
pay for analytical treatment here, which requires prior independence be-
tween y; and y~ (i ~ j), as this restricts the way in which ~? depends on ~rZ-,r
in prior mean [see (2.33)]. In fact, this means that the off-diagonal covariance
structure in (2.37) is not as flexible as in the broader class of RENC densities
in Richard and Steel (1988). Formally, we also need to check here whether
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N;~ as elicited from our prior notions and (2.38) is PDS. On the other hand,
the present structure can cope with general linear restrictions in vec form
and might, in practice, prove sufficiently flexible.

Of course, if we wish to incorporate prior information on ~;2, we should
avoid being too diffuse on m?, to prevent the well-known NC pitfall of
inflating the relative prior precision [see Richard (1973, p. 181)).

Finally, we can always choose to remain vague about the unrestricted
parameters of the model by letting N;" and i~ approach zero matrices,
giving as a limit case

D(~z. ~) a ~~I
-5(v~~~nf I1~ ( ~2)-Et?.

i-I I

whereas, to simplify the comparison with other studies, the more usual class
of diffuse prior densities

D(~z, ~) a I~I -~~n (2.39)

is also considered, as in Steel (1988).
In fact, only in the special case where l? ~ IZ~n, Vi, will the limit case

exactly coincide with (2.39), implying E.i,a - v~ f n f(12~n) f 1. When per-
forming the Monte Carlo analysis on the coefficients (subsections 3.1-3.3) the
only consequence of choosing between the limiting density and (2.39) will be
a change in the existence of posterior moments, discussed in subsection 3.5.
Alternatively, a Monte Carlo analysis on the covariance matrix will be subject
to slight changes in the formulae as indicated in subsection 3.4.

All that remains now is to specify a prior density for those coefficients that
are not amenable to analytical treatment, grouped in ~'. Since we have to
use numerical procedures for integrating ~' anyway, as we shall discuss in the
next section, we have a fully flexible choice in principle. It turns out,
however, that matters are facilitated by choosing a prior structure such that
D(~,',I~~„-~~) takes on a Normal or a Student t form (in the informative case).
An easily elicited prior is, e.g., a product of independent Student densities:

n
y j~ ~ ( r y

D(S) )- 1 lÏrl' ls1! ~S,ó, P;O, Vi~~r
r-i

( 2.40 )

which has the advantage of being invariant with respect to normalization if
v;' - 1, i.e., the densities are of the Cauchy type; on the other hand, the latter
choice for v;' prevents the existence of prior moments, which might compli-
cate the elicitation process.
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For the sake of generality, we shall, in the sequel, allow for any prior
density of ~' that is independent of (~2, i) and that can be factorized as
fol lows:

D(~') -D(~~I~;~-it~D~~c„-ii), ( 2.41)

where both factors can, of course, be diffuse densities of the uniform type,
and where the first factor is either a Student or a Normal density in
informative cases.

In summary, our prior assumptions on the entire parameter space are
expressed by

D(~, ~) - D(~2, E)D(~'), (2.42)

wliere the first factor is the product of (2.33) and (2.34) [or, equivalently, of
(2.31)-(2.33)] and the second factor is in the general class of densities (2.41).

3. Posterior analysis

3.1. Recutsiue analytical results giuen ~t

The defining characteristics of ~Z were given in subsection 2.1 as the RLI
structure (2.14), ensuring that the unrestricted yt appears in the likelihood
function (2.30) and the condition that ~2 should not affect the Jacobian IIBIIT
in (2.16). These requirements will lead to a separability of the likelihood
function across equations in terms of the recursive parameters ( y;}, from
which (~2, (A;j) can be found uniquely using (2.27) and (2.28), defining a
one-to-one transformation.

A similar independence across equations was induced in the prior struc-
ture by the choices made in subsection 2.3.

This implies that the analysis of the posterior densities of (~2, i), condi-
tiottal upon ~', will become very simple, as in the more specific case discussed
in Steel (1988).

ln particular, reasoning in terms of the recursive parameterization (y;, a,;]
we obtain, bi: 1~ n,

D(w;lY;~~',Y,X)-fir~w?Iw?,v,-~l?f2i-n-1), (3.1)

with

v, - v~ f T,

w? - tv ~~ f~Yr - y~)~H~~yr - yo) f (Waj - Z;Yr~~~Wa; - Z;Yt)~
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and
~

0(Y;~~~,Y,X)-f~r'}~-~(Yr~Yr',9r.~-iH;',v, fi-n), (3.2)

where the hyperparameters are given by well-known NC formulae as

H;~ - H," f Z; Z;, assumed PDS,

y,~` - H;~ -~~ H,oyn f Z; Wa; ),

~` - w? f ~~H" a f a~~W'Wa' ~"H' ~ assumed positive4; ,o Y; , Y; , r- Y; r Y; , ,

obviously depending on ~', the posterior density of which then becomes

n

D(~~IY,X)a[Í(~~)~rD(~~)~q,.-}c~.t,-~~H;~`I-'. (3.3)
r-i

The factors in the latter kernel originate from, respectively, the Jacobian of
the likelihood function [see (2.16)], the prior density of ~' in (2.41), and the
integrating constants from the posterior densities in (3.2). Its numerical
treatment will be the subject of the next subsection. lf, instead of the RENC
prior structure for (~2, ï) (or its limit case), we use the popular class of
diffuse prior densities in (2.39), the number of degrees of freedom in (3.2),
and, consequently, the factor in brackets in the exponent of q,!` in (3.3) are
both changed to ~~.,, f T- 2n -!? f i- 1.

It is now straightforward to use the densities in (3.2) in order to derive the
moments of ~2 given ~' by the same type of recursive formulae as found in
Steel (1988). For example, the posterior mean can be obtained from

E(~Z~~~,Y,X) s S? fRN}~(,tr'~l)Ri - i~-R~r-i~~

x E~~~;-,~I~~, Y, X~, (3.4)

where S? and ~1! are the appropriate subvectors of y,!. The posterior
covariance structure, given ~~, can be found from ezactly the same formulae
as its prior equivalent in (2.37) and (2.38), replacing y~, w~, H,~, and vo by
the posterior hyperparameters y;~, qr', H;~`, and v„ respectively.

Moments of ~1, or certain elements of A-~, of interest for evaluating weak
exogeneity, can be found through similar calculations as in Steel ( 1988),
taking the appropriate hyperparameters, where it has to be stressed that all
these posterior results for i; 2 and A(or its transformations) are still condi-
rional upon ~'. If our main interests do not involve (~Z, A), this lack of
marginal analytical moments is of minor concern; if (~Z, A) do appear as
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parameters of interest (possibly after some transformation), we can obtain
the marginal moments as a`by-product' of the Monte Carlo analysis on ~ t, by
evaluating the conditional moments at each drawing and computing the
sample average with the usual weighting function [see, e.g., Klcek and van
Dijk (1978) or Bauwens (1984, p. 17)J.2 Thanks to the known analytical
properties of the conditional posterior densities (3.2), which can be inter-
preted as D(s;,?, a;~~t;- t~, ~t, Y, X), this will not increase the dimension of the
numerical Monte Carlo integration. Details of the actual strategy proposed
here will be given in subsection 3.3.

3.2. Posterior inference on ~t

The numerical part of the analysis will focus upon the Jt coefficients
grouped in the vector ~t, the posterior density of which was described in
(3.3).

ln order to provide a link with results stated elsewhere in the literature,
consider the case where A2 is simply matrix restricted as in (2.9) and the
corresponding NC prior structure is assumed for its unrestricted coefficients.
This translates into

RZ - I ~ FZ, (3.5)

and
N;~ - N~, i: 1 -~ n, (3.tí)

which we assume to be PDS, just like its posterior counterpart

N, - N,t f FZ W'WFZ . ( 3.7)

Applying some algebra to (3.3) then gives

D(~t I Y, X) a[f~~t )~TD~~')

xlFofZó~NoZó fAt~W'WAt -Z;~N„Z; ~-~'~2,

(3.8)

ZOne might think that evaluating the conditional moments for several values of {t (e.g., the
posterior mean) could give a rough idea ot marginal results. This can, however, be extremely
deceptíve, especially for moments of order greater than one. Only if the prior information on
({z, F) would strongly dominate the sample informalion, this might be a useful procedure, in
view of the prior independence between ({Z, E) and (t in (2.42). Of course, marginal variances
ere based upon the mean of the conditional veriance plus the variance o[ the conditional mean.
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with

N, Z; - N~Zó - FZW'WAt , (3.9)

and where we have defined A~ - FZZ~ and vec Z~ -~,;. Notice that this
result is a direct generalization of formula (tí.5) in Drèze and Richard
(1983).' In this specific case, the functional form of the posterior density on ~
is not affected by integrating out the matrix-restricted coefficients ~Z. When-
ever ~Z has a mvre flexible RLI structure, the posterior density of ~~ cannot
be written as (3.8), but for the numerical analysis this will not make any
difference, as the deterrriinant in (3.8) is typically not the kernel of a
matricvariate Student t density of At, due to the general restrictions we can
impose on these coefficients.

Let us, therefore, concentrate upon the posterior density as given in (3.3),
which immediately allows for a factorization into ~„'I~t„-i~ and ~~;,-i~. In-
deed, the second factor, the prior density of ~ t, accommodates such a
factorization by definition [see (2.41)], and the first factor, the Jacobian, can
be decomposed as in appendix B.4 of Drèze and Richard (1983) into a factor
that no longer contains ~,t, and a Student r kernel for ~„' I~~„ - t~, which is
degenerate here if ~,', also includes some coefficients from I'. As H„~ does
not depend on ~,t, from the definition of Zt following (2.30), the only other
factor in the conditional posterior density for ~,t, will be (qR )-". iZ, again a
Student kernel. We have, therefore, the following factorization:

D(~tIY,X)-D~~,t,l~~n-trY~X)D(~cn-ttIY,X). (3.10)

If we take the Student option for D(~„I~t;,-t~) in (2.41), the first factor is a
2-1 poly-t density,` exactly as in lemma 6.2 of Drèze and Richard (1983).
The crucial difference with their analysis, however, is that we are now only
reasoning in the space of ~t, which is of dimension l~, instead of the full
l-dimensional space of all unrestricted coefficients in ~. As we shall see later,
this can be a major advantage in performing our numerical integrations.

If our prior assumptions on ~ t are changed to a diffuse ( uniform) prior, the
conditional posterior density for ~,t, simplifies to a 1-1 poly-t density,
pseudo-random drawings from which are easily obtained following Bauwens

'This becomes even more obvious for N~ - 0, i.e., a diffuse prior structure on ( Z, when we
obtain Ifo f A~~W'MiWA~ I for the determinant in (3.8), with MF -1T - WFZ( FZW'WFZ)-'FZW',
where the inverse exists due to the full rnlumn rank of Wfz ~ WFz, Vi: 1-~ n. Of course, (3.8)
only becomes exactty equal to the result of Dr2ze and Richard (1983) if FZ - 0, i.e., if we group
all the free coefficients in (~, as they do.

~For definitions of poly-t densities and an overview of their applications in econometrics, we
refer the reader to the seminal paper of Drèze (1977). Su(fice it to say here that the kernel of a
general m-n poly-r density is defined as the ratio of the product of m Student t kernels over the
product of n such kernels.
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and Richard (1985). If, on the other hand, we wish to express our conditional
prior opinions on ~,~, by a Norma) instead of a Student t density, its posterior
counterpart will be the product of a 1-1 poly-t kernel and a Normal kernel,
which can be analyzed with the same techniques as 2-1 poly-t densities, using
the results from section 3 in Richard and Tompa (1980). For the next
subsection we shall, therefore, focus on the Student option, whereas the
Normal prior density will be used in subsection 3.4.

3.3. The Monte Carlo strategy

In order to perform the necessary numerical integrations, we shall use the
method of Monte Carlo analysis with imponance sampling, where we should
like to perform our pseudo-random drawings according to a so-called impor-
tance function that closely approximates the density under scrutiny (i.e., the
posterior density of ~~ in this case), yet allows for ef~icient algorithms to
generate these drawings. As such techniques are treated in great detail in,
e.g., Hammersley and Handscomb (1979), van Dijk (1984), and Bauwens
(1984), we shall refrain from a more extensive account of the underlying
theory here.

in w.. esr~.: ~~ ~;..,...~.`~ :~~ ~i.:.CLS~:,;~ vi :uc uGiuai ;vívnic i.ariu proÓiem,
we shall make full use of the poly-t structure of the conditional posterior for
~,',, as in the PTST-i (poly-t Student, conditional posterior for equation i)
method described in Bauwens (1984, p. 29). If we are interested in some
integrable function g(~, ~) of the unrestricted parameters of our model, we
first write its expectation as

E8(~,~)-Et~~-nEc~ic~'~-nE~.c'it'Et~~nn.t~8(~,~).~~, (3.11)

with the Jacobian J- R"-~~(w; )"-' as derived in appendix C of Steel (1988),
~~nd where the subscripts indicate that we take the expected value with
respect to the posterior density of those parameters. The last expectation is
known analytically from (3.1), the third one can be evaluated analytically
using recursive formulae and a one-to-one transformation on (3.2), and for
the second one, corresponding to the first factor in (3.10), we can take
advantage of the combined analytical and numerical techniques developed
for poly-t densities in, e.g., Richard and Tompa (1980) and Bauwens and
Richard (1985). Finally, the only expectation that requires purely numerical
Monte Carlo procedures for its evaluation is the first one, which is taken with
respect to the second factor in (3.10), a density that defies analytical treat-
ment altogether.

'fhe evaluation of the second expectation in (3.11) can, in principle, be
based on the algorithms for integrating poly-t densities as found in the
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computer software PTD, documented in Bauwens et al. (1981). The latter
software can, however, not cope with moments of higher order than two or
moments of nonlinear functions and requires that we write the result of the
last two, analytical, expectations as an explicit function of ,r„'. Although the
latter is not impossible, given the hyperparameters in (3.2) and the recursive
formulae in (3.4) and as in (2.37) and (2.38), it might quickly leaci to problems
PTD cannot handle and might require considerable programming effort.

Therefore, we propose to draw values for ~,~„ given ~r;, - ~~, which ran he
done directly in the case of a 1-1 poly-t density and requires some impor-
tance sampling when we are faced with a 2-1 poly-t density, using a 1- L
poly-t density as importance function. The latter case would, of course,
increase the overal) dimension of the Monte Carlo integration using impor-
tance sampling, but, from the results in Bauwens and Richard (1985), it
seems that this type of numerical integration can be performed rather
ef~iciently.

In summary, we suggest the following strategy for conducting posterior
inference on g(i,~):

1. Draw a value for the (!~ -1„)-dimensional vector ~('„- i) according to some
importance function DrF-(~(~-~)IY,X). Denote the kth value drawn by
~~i„k)~)

2. Condítionally on ~(~„k)i~, draw a vector ~„ from a 1-1 poly-t density
function in l,~, dimensions, say D~-i(~~Iy~~nk)~).Y.X), which is either the
actual conditional posterior density or an approximation to it constructed
according to the principles in Bauwens and Richard (1985). We have then
obtained a drawing for the entire vector ~~, which we call ~~~k).

3. Given ~~(k), evaluate g(E,~) analytically, using the conditional posterior
densities in (3.1) and (3.2), and the recursive approach.

After N replications of these three steps, we approximate the actual
expected value of g(E, ~) by the weighted sample mean where now, for the
sake of brevity, the analytical expectation is taken with respect to E,

N

~ Ei.C~I[~u~g(~,t.~(k)~~2~w(k)
k-1

g- N
r w(k)

k-1

with the weight function

D(~~(k)~~~„k))), Y, X~D(~~„k)))I Y, X~
w(k) - ,

D~-i(~n(k)Il.~~nk)I)~ Y~ X ~DiF(~(~k)~)~Y~ X ~

(3.12)

(3.13)
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the ratio of the actual posterior densities in (3.10) and the importance
functions drawn from, both evaluated at the kth value drawn. Note that,
whenever the conditional posterior density of s;,; is of the 1-1 poly-t form,
the weights will simplify to

D(~tink)~)~Y~ X)
~k)

DtF(~~Ink)~)~y, X) , (3.14)

and only the numerical integration over ~~;,-~) will contribute to the esti-
mated relative error bounds as defined in Kloek and van Dijk ( 1978) and
Bauwens ( 1984, p. 18). Even in the 2-l poly-t case for ~„I~,„-i), it is to be
expected, given the encouraging results of Bauwens and Richard ( 1985), that
the main difficulties in the Monte Carlo procedure will arise from integrating
over t;~'„-i), so that the choice of its importance function seems critical.

Bauwens (1984, p. 25) suggests an overall Student t density

yi fr,-t~ y) ~~i
~IF(S~n-I)IYrX)-Ji (b~n-I) (n-t)''Ps,~~k), (3.15)

where the choice of hyperparameters can be based on, respectively, the
posterior mode, the Hessian matrix, and the order of existence of moments.
Provided our prior D(~~;,-~)) in (2.41) falls in the class of ENC prior
densities, the mode and the Hessian can be evaluated by F1ML techniques,
as explained in Morales (1971), and the order up to which posterior moments
are sure to exist is given in lemma 6.6 in Drèze and Richard (1983). A
possible alternative method for choosing hyperparameters in (3.15) is to
iteratively update them, based on the posterior moments resulting from small
Monte Carlo runs, used only for `calibrating' the importance function.

Of course, (3.15) is still very 'well-behaved', as it imposes both symmetry
and unimodality. If such assumptions are strongly violated by the actual
posterior density, we should consider using other classes of importance
functions, possibly based on poly-t densities, along the lines of Bauwens'
(1984) further suggestions.

As the posterior analysis of the last equation's coefficients in ~' is based on
the rather well-known (given some numerical effort) properties of its condi-
tional posterior density, whereas this extra information is lacking in the case
of ~~;,-~), one might expect that the results are not fully invariant with respect
to the ordering of the equations. Remember, however, that in practice this
ordering will, to a large extent, be directed by the effort to group as many
coefficients as possible in s; 2, which allows for (conditional) analytical treat-
ment. Should this criterion still leave us with a choice, then one could think
of putting an `equation of special interest' last or one could be guided by

w ~
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considerations of dimension or covariance structure as in Bauwens (1984,
p. 30).

3.4. Monte Carlo analysis oj the couariance matrir

In the previous subsections we have adopted the usual practice of first
integrating out the covariance matrix, using a recursive decomposition as in
the prior specification (2.31) and (2.32). Indeed, combining the likelihood
function (2.25), in terms of ~, with the prior structure (2.31)-(2.33), we can
deduce a similar factorization of the posterior density, given ~, as

D( w? 15, Y, X) - IiY( w? ~ u),á -~ ,1(i~~ir -))Ao

f(a? - aZ )'RZf~N."R24(a? - a? ) f a'W'Wa., ro ii , „ , ,n , ,

-A; ~"Gr'A~`~`,v; -ri f1; ti), (3.16)

D(Ai~~?,~,Y,X)-jnr )(Ar~A~s~w2G~-~~, (3.17)

where a; is the ith column of A, just like a? in (2.24), the prior equivalent of
which also holds in prior mean with subscript 0, and we define

G~` -~" t (AZ -AZ )'RZ}~N"RZ.}(AZ -AZ )i (i-1) (i-I) (i-)Xl ii , tr ( i-1) (i-Ip

f A~i- i)W~WAu- i),

a relative precision matrix which we assume to be nonsingular, and

G~`A~`~`-~u .1nf (AZ -AZ )'RZ}.N"R?t(az-a?
~r r (i-I) i li-I) ( i-INI ii i ri i rb

(3.18)

t A~; - ) )W'Wa; . ( 3.19)

If AZ happens to be matrix-restricted as in (2.9), leading to (3.5) and (3.6),
the densities (3.16) and (3.17) are compatible with an Inverted-Wishart
density on the full covariance matrix, which then takes the form

D(.~I~,Y,X~ -iíw(~I~of ( ZZ-Zó~~No(ZZ-Zó~

tA'W'WA, v~, f lZ~n), (3.20)
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a straightforward generalization of formula (6.4) in Drèze and Richard
(1983). It is, therefore, clear that only if the restrictions on AZ are of a more
general nature (i.e., vec form under the RLI assumption) do we gaín by
treating the model equation-by-equation in integrating out the covariance
structure.

Note that the integrating constant from (3.20) will lead to the following
posterior density for the ma~rrx of unrestricted coefficients ZZ:

D(ZZI~t,Y, X! ~Ï~I~Mx~(Z21Z: ,~ofZóNoZó -Z:~NrZ:

fA~~W'WA', N, , v,~ ), (3.21)

using the definitions in (3.7) and (3.9), a simple NC outcome, as expected,
under matrix restrictions on A2. Finally, this gives us the same marginal
posterior density as found in (3.8) for ~~.

Of course, the order of the integrations could be reversed. In particular,
Richard and Steel (1988) find that in SURE models it might be preferable to
integrate out the coefficients analytically (under an RENC prior structure)
given ~ and, subsequently, perform the Monte Carlo analysis on ~, using an
Inverted-Wishart importance function. The latter allows for a simple iterative
strategy to calibrate its hyperparameters, and, heuristically, it is felt that the
vec form restrictions in (2.7) might induce a larger departure from the NC
posterior results for the coefficients on which the restrictions are imposed
than for the covariance matrix, which is not subject to restrictions in our
analysis. Let us, now, briefly sketch the possibility of a similar treatment of
the SEM discussed here.

The RENC prior density of ~?, given (~11, m! ,~~;- t~) in (2.33), implies a
Normal prior structure for the entire vector ~2, given ~. As our likelihood
function in (2.25) can also be written in the Normal form for ~2, given ~t and
ï, this structure is preserved in the posterior density, from which we can
simply integrate out ~2 analytically, conditional upon ~~ and ~.

The next step, however, is much less straightforward, as we then have to
integrate out ~~, given .~. This is complicated by the presence of the Jacobian
factor IIBIIT, which depends on ~t [see (2.16)]. Only if we are in a triangulars
or a SURE system and provided the prior of r; t is given a Uniform or
Normal structure, ,r~ can easily be handled (using the properties of a Normal
density). We are, subsequently, left with an untractable posterior density for
~, which, following Richard and Steel (1988), can be well approximated by an
importance function of the Inverted-Wishart type. The fact that, presently,
this order of integration is limited to triangular or SURE models is a major

SA triangular system is here taken to imply a triangular structure on the endogenous variables,
i.e., B is upper- or lower-triangular, usually normalized to have ones on the diagonal, but the
error oovariance strvcture is still of a general form with F ~ B'VB as in (2.3), instead of the
independence inherent in e recursive system as in subsection 2.2.
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Table 1
Overview of posterior inference.

Monte Carlo (MC) on the coefficienta (subsections 3.1-3.3)
li-0 !~-I,~,10 lt~l,t,~0 MConE(3.4)

D((,~, I(t;,- i~ - NI N or Sl NI N or Sl NI or N
D((t;,-~t - - - free free Nl or N

I-1 poly-r 2- l poly-r 1-1 poly-r 2-1 poly-r

SEM - PTD or direct PTD or Direct MC [!~ ) N.A.
simulation MC [1,~,) simulation

tMC[It-NJ

St 2-0 poly-r St 2-o poly-r

IIBII - I Analyticall Analytically PTD or Direct MC [;n(n t 1)]
[see Steel direct simulation

(1988)] simulation MC [l i- l,~,] t MC [!~ -1,~,

drawback of the .approach in this subsection, which is, therefore, not de-
scribed in detail.

Within the, rather narrow, bounds of its domain of application, however,
the numerical performance of this approach may prove to be superior for the
reasons outlined earlier. In addition, the dimension of the Monte Carlo
integration may also be much smaller than ! when drawing on ~, as
discussed in Steel (1987). Some further research is required to investigate the
possibility of using the efficient algorithms in Richard and Tompa (1980) for
analyzing quadratic forms in Normal variables, in an effort to render this,
numerically promising, approach feasible for SEM-type systems.

3.5. A suruey of posterior results

Having presented a collection of posterior results under two distinct
integration sequences, we shall now attempt to systematically indicate the
implications of both strategies under different model and prior assumptions.

Table 1 groups these results, reporting the type of densities appearing as
posterior densities for ~„ given ~t;,-i~, whenever we draw on the coefficients,
along with the method we would suggest for conducting inference, as well as
the dimension of the integrations by Monte Carlo (in square brackets) if the
latter proves necessary. The term 'direct simulation' is taken to imply that we
can perform pseudo-random drawings from the actual posterior density, and
'PTD' indicates that we can use this computer software directly, provided our
interest in t;,; is limited to integrating constants, first- and second-order
moments, fractiles, or complete univariate marginal density functions, and all
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elements of ~' are grouped in the last equation, following the discussion in
subsection 3.3. As we know from the last subsection, the option of perform-
ing the Monte Carlo drawings on ~ is not presently available for the general
SEM, indicated in the table by 'N.A.'. Other abbreviations used in the table
are `NI' for noninformative, 'N' for a Normal, and `St' for a Student t
density.

As we implicitly define SEM in the table as a system leading to a
nonconstant Jacobian IIBIIT and since ~' is defined as the vector of coef~i-
cients that IIBII can possibly depend on, we feel that SEM is incompatible
with the case where 1~ - 0, as this would essentially imply we are in the case
where IIBII - 1(or any other constant). The latter case is, computationally,
the most simple one and was analyzed in Steel (1988), where attention is
focused on the SURE model, i.e., B is taken to be the identity matrix. From
our more general framework here it becomes obvious that these simple
analytical results carry over to the case where B is triangular with constant
diagonal elements, provided, of course, the RLI assumption continues to
hold (i.e., 1~ - 0). The case where 1,', ~ 0 and we are noninformative on ~,;,
given ~~;,-~~, is, in addition, equivalent to including ~„ in ~2 for triangular or
SURE systems, which means the two lower left entries in the table coincide.

Remark that the Monte Carlo strategy as given in subsection 3.3 strictly
applies only to SEM systems with 1~ ~ 1,', ~ 0, the most complicated case, but
that it can easily be adapted to cover the other, less demanding, cases
appearing in table 1(barring the last column, of course).

The different entries in the table will also entail different consequences for
the existence of posterior moments. The treatment of ~2, however, is similar
for all cases where we draw on the coeffiicients, and from (3.2) we obtain that
the conditional posterior moments of ~2, given ~', will exist at least up to
order

pCv„-n-F1,

under the RENC prior specification or its limiting noninformative case, and
up to order

pC~.~,ofT-2n- max{!~-i}-1,
!: 1 -~n

if we choose the usual noninformative density in (2.39), which ensures the
existence of posterior moments of order

PCI~o}T-2n-ln,

in view of the RLI assumptivn ( i.e., max,{l?} a 1~ ).
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Table 2
Existence of posterior moments for {,~, I j'~;,-~t.

RENC Ni
D((~, ï) (2.31)-(2.33) (2.39)

D((,~,I(i;,-~~) Ni St NI St

SEM vo - In rn f vo ko - n r~ t tao - n
-Í„ - t -i~ - t

IIBII-1 vo-1~tT r~fvofT ~o-n r~t~o-n
-I„tT-1 -I~tT-I

Of course, (3.2) is in terms of y; instead of ~;Z, but it can easily be shown
that moments for y; and for ~? should exist up to the same order. Following
Drèze (1977), we can also give sufficient conditions for the existence of
posterior moments for ~,'„ conditional on ~t;,-tl, provided its prior density in
(2.41) is of the Student t form with r„ degrees of freedom and a PDS
precision matrix. Assuming that q,! can be written as a nondégenerate
kernel,b we obtain the existence results grouped in table 2, where both the
RENC prior structure as in (2.31)-(2.33) and the class of diffuse prior
densities in (2.39) are considered, and we draw in the space of the coefíï-
cients.

Conditional posterior moments wilt ezist up to any order smaller than the
expressions recorded in the table, where we have used the same abbrevia-
tions as in table 1, and we have defined 1„ a l,', t I„.

Marginal moments for all coefficients will, under (2.39), at least exist for
orders

p c p,n - 2n - max {1;) ,
r: t yn

from lemma 6.6 in Drêze and Richard (1983).

4. M application to Klein's model [

This model has been the focus of several Bayesian analyses, in particular in
van Dijk and Kloek (1980) and Bauwens (1984) under full information and in
Zellner et al. (1988) in a limited-information framework. It is a small

óThis amounts to assuming that the relative precision malrix,

W„~~~-Z„H~„ ~Z~~W„~,
is nonsingular. From Dr2ze (1977) we know that only the nondegenerate kernels from the
numerator will contribute to these sufficient conditiona for the eaistence of moments.
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macroeconomic model, introduced and estimated on annual U.S. data for
1921 through 1941 in Klein (1950), who also lists the series used.

In its original form, the model comprises seven equations, three of which
are stochastic and contain twelve free coefficients. As in Bauwens (1984), we
exclude the intercepts and measure the variables in deviations around their
sample mean values. ]ncluding intercepts explicitly in the stochastic equa-
tions of the model does not really complicate the analysis, provided they are
not subject to any general prior restrictions. Indeed, we then typically lack
prior information about their values and since they do not affect the Jacobian
IIBIIT either, they can be integrated out analytically, given the other coeffi-
cients of the model [see also van Dijk and Kloek (1980)]. Of course, this is
not surprising as these intercepts can then clearly be classified as elements of
~ z. Since they are generally not of interest to the model user, they can simply
be ignored in the way described here. The choice between including or
excluding the intercept terms can, however, influence the degrees of free-
dom. Taking a simple diffuse prior for i as in (2.39), it can be shown that the
prior degrees of freedom ~,~ should take the form

Iio-N-ófm. (4.1)

where ~,ó does not vary with m, the number of variables in X, in order to
obtain exactly the same posterior outcomes in both cases. Remark that
Drèze's (1976) suggestion for t~,o satisfies (4.1), in contrast with the choices of
Zellner (1971), Stewart (1987), and Malinvaud (1981).

The three behavioural equations are then formulated as

c,-á~p",-~ázpi-1 -~ájw,fu~„

rr-~l nr }~2pr-I }F'.lkr-1 } u2r~

(4.2)

(4.3)

wi, - Yix, } YzXr-~ f Y3 time i-u3i (4.4)

where Normal errors are assumed as in (2.3). In (4.2) consumption expendi-
ture at time t(e,) is explained by profits (p,), lagged profits, and total wages
(w,). The investment (i,) equation also contains the capital stock at the
beginning of the year (ki-1), and, finally, the wage bill of the private sector
(w„) depends on net private production (z,), the latter one period lagged,
and a trend term. Four identities introduce three more exogenous variables,
namely the government wage bill (wzr), government nonwage expenditure
(including the net foreign balance) g„ and business taxes 1,. Tildes were
added in order to avoid confusion with the notation used in previous
subsections.
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These identities, which can be found in any of the references cited above
for Klein's model I, do not contain any unknown parameters and we can,
therefore, simply restrict our attention to a`solved out' system of three
equations, corresponding directly to (2.2)-(2.3).

As there are different possible choices in substituting the identities, we
focus on a choice that implies a maximum value for iz, i.e., the purely
analytical dimension. Such a specification is

(c

X

- - i
-ai

á~ -á3

f(8 i P-i Wz k-~ w~-~ t-~ time)

-Yt

0

-yz
0

0

-Yz
- Yz

-Y~

- ( u~ uz u~ ), (4.5)

where the absence of time indices indicates we are treating T-dimensional
vectors of observations and error terms, and lagged values are denoted by the
subscript - l.

From (4.5) we can single out four parameters that do not appear in B and
enter I' in such a way that subsequent equations do not become more
restricted (the RLI assumption), associated with the variables p-~ and time.
The specification thus suggests the following classification of the nine free
coefficients:

~~ - ~ái aa !3i l33 Yi )~~ (4.6)

)', (4.7)
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Table 3
Posterior results for Klein's model 1(based on 100,000 drawings).

Posterior results

Prior át áZ ái ~t ~2 p~ Yi YZ Y~

Mean -0.18 0.33 0.86 0.14 0.62 -0.14 0.39 0.18 0.19
Std. dev. 0.18 0.14 0.05 0.16 0.15 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.04

NI Skewness -1.4 - 0.76 -1.5 - -0.55 -0.67 - -
er (in olo) 2.3 0.86 0.15 2.5 0.47 0.46 0.22 0.37 0.37

Mean 0.05 0.18 0.83 0.19 0.58 -0.15 0.38 0.19 0.20
Std. dev. 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03

TR Skewness 1.2 - 0.09 0.10 - -0.22 -0.44 - -
er (in olo) 1.4 0.44 0.07 0.92 0.26 0.29 0.17 0.26 0.24

where ~,t, comprises yt, implying that the remaining 'pure' Monte Carlo
integration will be in four dimensions instead of nine as in the previous
studies. We shall analyze the model under two distinct prior densities. The
first choice is a diffuse prior structure as in (2.39) (denoted by `NI') with
~so ~ m f n f 1- 12, following Drèze's (1976) invariance argument and satis-
fying (4.1). This is sufficient to ensure the existence of second-order marginal
posterior moments for ~, fourth-order conditional moments for ~; given
~~;,-t~, and aliows posterior moments for ~2 conditional on ~' to exist up to
the order T f 3(remember that conditionally on ~ t we are really in a SURE
system, which explains the extra T moments). We refer to subsection 3.5 for
details concerning the existence of moments.

A second prior structure is a combination of (2.39) with truncation of the
parameter space for the drawn coefficients (~ t) to the interval (0, 1), except
for ~3 which is restricted to lie in (-1, 0). Let us call this prior `TR' and,
again, we take ~co a 12.

Table 3 summarizes our results. The skewness coefficients calculated in the
table~ are defined as the ratio of the third central moment to the cubed
standard deviation. Estimated relative error bounds are calculated at a 95010
confidence level for the posterior means in table 3(e~) and for the integrat-
ing constant in table 4(elnr). These error bounds are expressed in percentage
points, and we refer to Kloek and van Dijk (1978) or Bauwens (1984) for their
discussion.

For the Monte Carlo part of our analysis, we used a simple multivariate
Student t importance function with three degrees of freedom under Nl, so
that the same order of moments exist as we know to exist for the posterior
(under TR we take five degrees of freedom; the far tails do not matter here
anyway). We then used a very simple iterative calibration by performing some

~These are not given for j'2, since only the conditional skewness (i.e., given ( t) was calculated
for these coefficients.
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Table 4

Estimated variation coefficienis and relative error bounds of reciprocal of integrating constant.

-- -- Number of Percentage Variation - e;,,,
Prior drawings of rejections coefficient (in olo)

5.0(N) - 1.036 5.7
l p,(~0 - L052 4.1

NI 2(1,000 - 1.030 2.9
50,000 - 1.041 1.8

100.000 - 1.04b 1.3

5,000 15.5 0.8310 4.6
10,000 16.1 0.8441 3.3

TR 20,000 15.6 0.8502 2.4
50,000 16.0 0.8518 1.5

100,000 15.8 0.8572 l .1

small Monte Carlo runs. Since the weights only depend on ~(„ - t~ as in (3.14),

we can limit ourselves to just drawing from a four-dimensional Student t

density in this calibration, which makes it very fast indeed (an 8 MHz 80287
processor took about 0.035 sec. per drawing with our MS-Fortran pro-
grammes, whereas a 25 MHz 80387 reduced that to 0.005 sec. per drawing).
Due to the very low dimension of the actual Monte Carlo integration, the
numerical stability of the results is quite exemplary. Where Bauwens (1984,

p. 49) commented that a Student t importance function in nine dimensions
without truncation led to exploding variation coefficients of the reciprocal of
the posterior integrating constant ( 6.622 for 10,000 drawings and 16.50 for
50,000 drawings), we find a very constant value of around one. See table 4 for

details.
Once the calibration completed ( in fact, two or three runs of 1000 drawings

proved sufficient), we included drawing ~,;, given ~(;,-t~, from a 1-1 poly-t
density ( its actual posterior density under our prior assumptions) and calcu-
lated first- and second-order moments for ~~, given ~t. Computation time"
per drawing was then around 0.7 sec. for an 8 MHz 80287 machine and 0.11
sec. for a 25 MHz 80387 equipped PC.

The results in tables 3 and 4 reflect very satisfactory numerical accuracy; ei
is always under l010, except for át and (3t (with NI), coefficients that are
notoriously difficult to determine [see van Dijk and Kloek ( 1980)]. In addi-

aThe bulk of this increase in computation time comes from obtaining a I-1 poly-t distribution
with diJjerent hyperparameters ( depending on ~t„-it) for each drawing, which requires tabulat-
ing the distribution function anew at each drawing (a direct method is used as 1,~, - 1). Execution
time may decrease substantially by doing the Monte Carlo over all five elements in ~~, but at the
expense of some numerical accuracy. Nevertheless, remark that Bauwens ( 1984) suggests the use
of a poly-t based importance function (PTST - 2) with N1 and reports CPU-times per drawing
on a DG.MV 8OO0 mini-~nmputer that are roughly twice as high as what we require on a PC 386!
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tion, the integrating constants are very precisely calculated (s;,,, is quite
small) and the procedure is not at all upset by adverse tail behaviour,9 as is
evidenced by table 4.

9This refers to directions in which the far tail of the posterior density is located above the
importance function. This situation may lead to lail ratios of posterior density over importance
function values (i.e., the weights as defined in (3.13) or (3.14) here) that are many orders of
magnitude larger than the ratios in regions of higher posterior densily, attributing an overwhelm-
ing weight to a small number of drawings (sometimes only one) in the far tails. Of course, if the
number of drawings goes to infinity, even such low probability drawings will cancel out, but in
practice the size of the Monte Carlo runs is finite and serious biasing ot the results may occur.
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A final indication of the accuracy of the results is the fact that we have
found very little variation across replications of similar runs and that with NI
posterior moments hardly change from 1000 drawings on for means (defined
here as having the same first two decimal places) and from 10,000 drawings
on for standard deviations, whereas skewness coefficients require about
50,(100 drawings to stabilize to two decimal places. If we truncate, such
stability is already achieved at, respectively, 5On, 1000, and 2U,000 drawings.

Fig. 1 gives the marginal posterior densities for ~' under both prior
specificatioris. Performing 100,000 drawings was largely suffiicient to obtain
very smooth plots.

Overall, results on posterior moments are comparable to those found in
Bauwens (1984). However, even when using a complicated poly-t based
importance function PTST - 2, he finds a variation coefficient of 2.91 for NI
(compare our table 4).

Van Dijk and Kloek (1980) do not report results without truncation, but
their prior 2 is close to our TR, with the exception that ~.c - 4 in their case
[Zellner's (1971) suggestion] and that they truncate all the coefficients in ~ to
the unit interval (they reverse the sign of ~i~). Accordingly, their results for
prior 2 roughly correspond to what we find with TR.

5. Concluding remarks

The aim of the present paper was to increase the reliability and, at the
same time, reduce the numerical complexity of the multivariate integrations
required for Bayesian inference outside the restrictive natural conjugate
framework. This seems an essential requirement if we wish to extend the
domain of application of Bayesian methods to models of some empirical
relevance, like the popular simultaneous equation model discussed here.

Provided our prior assumptions are formulated within a Normal and
Inverted-Wishart framework, we can treat some of the parameters analyti-
cally and we typically have a choice as to which parameters we integrate out
first in this analytical fashion.

(i) Given prior independence between ~ and ~ and an Inverted-Wishart
prior structure on E, we know its posterior density will be of the same
functional form and we can treat it analytically. In the RENC prior
density assumed here, however, ~2 dces depend on ~, leading to an
Inverted-Wishart result for E only under matrix-form restrictions on AZ
(i.e., the natural conjugate case). Nevertheless, an RLI structure on AZ
proves to be sufficient for analytical integration of ~, exploiting its
recursive decomposition and treating the system equation by equation.
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The specific RENC prior density for ~2 in (2.33) then allows for its
analytical treatment, using the recursive techniques explained in Steel
(I988), given that ~2 does not intervene in the Jacobian of the model. Of
course, we shall try to handle as many regression coefficients as possible
by this analytical method.

The next step exploits the poly-t structure of the remaining parameters
in one equation, given those in the rest of the model.

Finally, the latter are treated by Monte Carlo procedures using impor-
tance sampling.

(ii) An alternative integration sequence proceeds from first using the Normal
prior structure on ~Z to integrate it out analytically, given all other
parameters, and then attempt to handle ~' in an analytical way, given ~.
The snag of this strategy is that the latter integration can, at least
presently, only be performed for triangular or SURE systems, seriously
restraining its applicability.

An advantage, on the other hand, might be that the resulting Monte
Carlo analysis of .E could prove rather reliable and eff'icient, as suggested
by Richard and Steel (1988).

Note that, in this approach, the RLI assumption becomes irrelevant as
recursivity is not exploited here. Only in the limit case of matrix-form
restrictions (natural conjugate'~) will simplifications occur (to the well-
known analytically tractable natural conjugate densities).

Naturally, the proof of the pudding is in the eating, so we have applied the
techniques in (i) to Klein's (1950) model I. Of its nine free ecefficients, four
can be integrated out analytically and one can be treated with the help of
poly-1 algorithms, which leaves only four dimensions for the Monte Carlo
integration. This considerable dimensional gain renders our hybrid method
much more efficient than performing Monte Carlo integration on the space
of all nine structural coefficients. The dimension argument will, typically, also
hold for the method in (ii) [see Steel (1987)], but additional work is required
to apply this approach to SEM systems.

An additional reason for preferring a partly analytical approach to a fully
numerical one is, of course, the reliability of the inference, which, in a
numerical Monte Carlo approach can always be subject to unexpected
changes due to undominated tails of the posterior density or an insufficient
number of drawings. The latter argument is valid irrespective of computa-
tional considerations and may, in smaller models, even be the main attraction
of the hybrid approach proposed here.

~~In order to find the exact natural conjugate analytical results we also need to impose a prior
dependence of ;' on E, if we wish to be informative on ( t.
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Appendix

Table 5
Rank assumptions made throughout the paper.'

Model Prior Posterior Assumption

B [2.IJ Nonsingular
W ~r [2.1] Full column rank
WrZ (2.1; 3.2] Full column rank
R, Rr (2.1] Full column rank
( ~ R~~ [2.IJ) Full column rank
( ~ F, F [2.1; 3.2]) Full column rank
ï [2.1; ~.21 ~~ I2.31 C,' [3.4) PDS

N,b [2.3) PDS
( ~ H," [2.3)) N;' [3.1 ] PDS
N~ [2.3; 3.2] N, [3.2] PDS

'Numbers in square brackets denote the relevant subsection(s). Implications of assumptions
are given in perentheses. Indices j can be either 1 or 2 and i: 1~ n.
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